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Abstract

Previous work has shown that a hando� algorithm based
on SIR alone �SIR Based Hando�� prohibits hando�s near
nominal cell boundaries� causing cell dragging and unnec�
essarily high transmitter powers� In this paper� we propose
the Minimum Power Hando� �MPH� algorithm in which
mobiles constantly search for a combination of base and
channel assignment that minimizes the uplink transmit�
ted power� This algorithm is shown to reduce the average
power level by �dB compared to SIR Based Hando�� Re�
sults show that using received power as a hando� criterion
reduces call dropping but increases the number of unneces�
sary hando�s signi�cantly� To avoid a �ping pong	 e�ect�
a timer is introduced to delay the intercell hando��

� Introduction

The radio propagation between a mobile and its serving
base station is constantly changing due to user motion�
giving rise to the need for power control� hando�� and
channel reassignment �also known as intra�cell hando�s��
These radio resource management tasks have been studied
extensively in 
�����
Recent work addresses the joint optimization of two or

more tasks such as power control and base station assign�
ment in 
������� For single channel CDMA systems� these
works verify the optimality of minimum transmitter power
as a criterion for hando�� In this work� we examine the
e�ectiveness of transmitter power minimization as part of
an integrated resource management strategy in the context
of a multichannel system�
An SIR Based Hando� �SIRBH� algorithm was proposed

in 
��� for a power controlled multichannel system� In this
system� each user aims for a target SIR �t and hando�s are
made when the absolute SIR drops below a certain thresh�
old� �ho� which is normally less than �t� As pointed out
in 
���� SIRBH causes call dragging and inhibits hando�s
near geographical cell boundaries� This provides a motiva�

tion to study the use of transmitted power as an alternative
hando� criterion� As we shall see� shadow fading causes
unnecessary hando�s under the MPH algorithm� A timer
is then introduced to mitigate this e�ect�

� Radio Resource Allocation

In this section� we will describe the elements of a radio
resource allocation strategy that includes power control�
hando�� and call admission� Let pi denote the power trans�
mitted by mobile i and Gij the gain factor from mobile i
to base station j due to both path loss and shadow fading�
The interference plus noise seen by mobile i measured at
base station j on channel k is

I
�k�
ij �
X

i��Mk

i� ��i

pi�Gi�j � � ���

whereMk is the set of mobiles that are assigned to channel
k and � is the base station receiver noise� The uplink SIR
of mobile i at base j on channel k is

�
�k�
ij �

piGij

I
�k�
ij

���

��� Power Control

At all times� the transmitted power pi is adjusted to attain
target SIR� �t� subject to a maximum power contraint as
in 
���� via

pi � minfpmax� �tI
�k�
ij �Gijg ��

After the hando� and power control algorithms are ex�
ecuted� the quality of the call is checked against the mini�
mum SIR requirement� The call will be dropped if its SIR
falls below �drop�



��� Minimum Power Hando�

If a mobile i is assigned to base j� on channel k�� the
mobile will run the MPH algorithm every second to look
for the base station j� and channel k�i �j

��� that allows �t
to be achieved with the minimum transmitted power� For
a given mobile i and base station j� the minimum power
channel k�i �j� satis�es

k�i �j� � arg min
k

I
�k�
ij ���

Thus� the base that requires the minimum power is

j� � arg min
j

�t
I
�k�i �j��
ij

Gij
���

If the best base j� is not the current base j�� an intercell
hando� is made� If the current base is still the best but the
current channel no longer o�ers the minimum interference�
j� � j� but k

� �� k�� intracell hando� is made by switching
the connection from channel k� to k�� Otherwise� the call
remains assigned to the current base station and channel�

��� The Hando� Timer� MPHT

To reduce the number of unnecessary hando�s� a condi�
tional timer is introduced to delay hando� requests� This
results in a modi�ed algorithm� MPHT� Whenever the best
base station di�ers from the current one� j� �� j�� the
maximum achievable SIR at the current base station is
estimated as

�max � pmaxGij�I
�k�
ij ���

Note that �max is only an estimate of the maximum achiev�
able SIR since it neglects the response by other mobiles to
a maximum power transmission� If �max is less than the
minimum required SIR� �drop� the timer will not be invoked
and hando�s are allowed to take place immediately if the
other rules for intercell hando�s are satis�ed� Otherwise�
the timer is set�
The timer will be incremented each time if the condition

j� �� j� is true for the next consecutive second� otherwise it
is reset� The intercell hando�s are delayed until the timer
reaches a speci�c count� denoted by TH � When this hap�
pens� the call will be handed over to the appropriate base
station� The timer is turned o� after the hando� succeeds�
If the timer value is less than TH � no intercell hando�s will
be made and the particular call will still be carried by the
old base station with the power being adjusted accordingly�
In cases where intercell hando�s fail or are delayed by

the timer� intra�cell hando�s will be made to minimize the
transmitted power� and hence co�channel interference�

��� Call Admission

We assume each base transmits a beacon signal on a sep�
arate channel� When a new mobile i arrives� it is assigned

to the base with the strongest beacon signal� After mobile
i is assigned to base j� a minimum interference scheme is
used to assign a channel k satisfying

I
�k�
ij � min

k��Cj
fI

�k��
ij g ���

where Cj is the set of free channels at base station j�
We consider an admission control based on SIR thresh�

old� �new� as described in 
���� A new call is accepted
only if the assigned channel k can provide an estimated
maximum SIR �max� as de�ned by ��� not less than �new�
otherwise� the new call is blocked�

� Simulation Model

The performance of MPH and MPHT in a channelized
system was studied by simulation on a one dimensional
cellular system� Both uplink and downlink power control
are implemented to attain a common SIR �t for all termi�
nals in the system� A mobile i assigned to base station k
adjusts its power pi every second via ��� If at any time
the SIR of a call falls below the minimum SIR requirement
�drop� the call is dropped�
In our simulation� B � �� base stations are spaced uni�

formly ���� meters apart on a ring to avoid edge e�ects�
The new call arrival process is an independent Poisson
process with mean arrival rate � calls per second� uni�
formly distributed over the entire ring� Call durations
are independent exponential random variables with mean
��� � ��� s� A mobile�s speed follows a truncated Gaus�
sian distribution with mean speed of �� km�hr� minimum
speed of �� km�hr and maximum speed of ��� km�hr� The
�clockwise	 and �counterclockwise	 directions are equally
likely� The velocity of a terminal remains �xed through�
out duration of a call� A set of M��� channels are avail�
able� With B base stations� the normalized tra�c load is
� � ����MB� erlangs�channel�cell�

The radio link gain includes both a propagation loss of
order � � � and lognormal fading� The link gain Gij from
mobile i at a distance dij to base j in units of dB is

�� logGij � ���� log dij � Sj�dij� ���

where Sj�dij�� the position dependent shadow fading fac�
tor� is modeled as a zero mean Gaussian random variable
with standard deviation � � � dB� It is assumed that the
shadow fading has a distance autocorrelation function

��d� � E
Sj�d
��Sj�d

� � d�� � e�jdj�d� ���

with a correlation distance� d� of ��m� Shadow fading
measurements are obtained at 	 � � m intervals and the
shadow fading proceses Sj�d�� and Sj� �d

�� for distinct base
stations j and j� are assumed to be independent�



B No� of base stations ��

M No� of channels in system ��

D Distance between � base stations ���� m

� Propagation exponent �

� Std� deviation of lognormal fading � dB

d� Shadow Fading Correlation Distance �� m

� Sampling Distance � m

vmin Minimum Speed �� km�hr

vmax Maximum Speed ��� km�hr

V Mean Speed �� km�hr

� Receiver Noise Power 	��� dBm

pmax Maximum Transmitter Power � dBw

�drop Floor SIR �� dB

�t Target SIR �� dB

�new New Call SIR Threshold �� dB

T Intercell Hando
 Timer �

Table �� Simulation Parameters

Users are updated asynchronously every second and re�
source adjustments including transmitted power adjust�
ment� hando� algorithm and service quality checking are
performed� Positions of all users are updated every sec�
ond� after which the interference seen at base stations on
all channels are recomputed�
Parameters used for simulation are listed in Table �� TH

and �t are varied for di�erent sets of simulations�

� Results and Analysis

The system performance is measured by the average block�
ing and dropping probability within the total simulation
time of ��� s�

Pb � new calls blocked�call arrivals ����

Pd � dropped calls�accepted calls ����

Since dropping an existing call is much less desirable than
blocking a new call� we also consider a weighted service
denial rate Pb���Pd� Performance of hando� algorithm is
measured by E
H �� mean number of hando�s�mobile� and
E
Dho�� the average distance from old base station where
a successful hando� is performed�

��� Hando� Performance

Figure � shows the probability of blocking plotted as a
function of load in Erlang�Cell�Channel for three hand�
o� algorithms� SIRBH� MPH and MPHT �T � ��� Re�
sults show that at tra�c loads exceeding ��� Erlang�Cell�
Channel� SIRBH blocks fewer calls than either MPH or
MPHT� On the other hand� distinctions on the basis of
call blocking are not so obvious at low load� Introduc�
ing a conditional timer to MPH algorithm does not result
in any signi�cant change in blocking probability� To keep
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blocking probability below ��� both MPH and MPHT can
admit ���� new calls�s to the system� while SIRBH can ad�
mit ���� new calls�s�

In Figure �� we observe that the ability of SIRBH to
admit more calls comes at the expense of higher call drop�
ping� Both MPH and MPHT give better performance than
SIRBH� MPH gives a slightly less dropping probability
than MPHT but the di�erence is insigni�cant� MPH can
carry an o�ered tra�c load of ���� Erlang�Cell�Channel
while keeping the dropping probability� Pd at ��� With the
same requirement for Pd� SIRBH permits ���� Erlang�Cell�
Channel�

A combined performance index� Pb � ��Pd is plotted in
Figure � MPH and MPHT provide better grade of service
than SIRBH� The number of dropped calls is higher in
the case of SIRBH because hando�s occur only after the
a mobile travels far into the adjacent cell until the SIR
target �t can not be maintained� even at power pmax�

With an average velocity of �� m�s� and a mean call du�
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ration of ��� s� a user travels  km on average during the
call� For a cell size of �km� this corresponds to �
� expected
hando�s per call� Due to shadow fading and interference�
the number of hando�s is usually somewhat greater� To
better understand the hando� performance of these three
algorithms� the mean number of hando�s�mobile E
H �
is plotted against tra�c load in Figure �� MPH with�
out timer causes a large number of unnecessary hando�s�
roughly � hando�s per call� The timer rule manages to re�
duce E
H � to around � hando�s�call� but this is still higher
than the �
� to �
� hando�s per call using the SIRBH al�
gorithm

The average distance from the old base station to the
point where an intercell hando� is performed is plotted in
Figure �� For both MPH and MPHT� the crossover dis�
tance stays level with respect to � in the range of ���� m�
which implies that most hando�s happen at nominal cell
boundary� On the other hand� the average crossover dis�
tance increases with load in SIRBH� ranging from ���� to



����� SIRBH causes cell dragging� and hando�s are typi�
cally performed more than ��� m past the cell boundary�
Figure � show the normalized distribution of transmit�

ter powers recorded throughout the simulation� Both MPH
and MPHT use less power than SIRBH� with the cumula�
tive distribution function �CDF� shifted about �dB to the
left of that for SIRBH�
We conclude that both MPH and MPHT give better

overall system performance than SIRBH� The drawback of
MPH is the large number of unnecessary hando�s� This
problem can be solved by introducing a timer� Results
indicate that MPHT reduces E
H � signi�cantly without
causing a noticeble increase in Pb or Pd� Thus MPHT
seems to be a promising solution�

��� SIR Threshold Admission Control

This section studies the e�ect of �new based call admission
policy on the system performance� with MPH being used
in making hando� decisions� In Figure �� Pb � ��Pd is
plotted versus � as an index of overall system performance�
Using a lower value for �new gives better performance at
� less than ��� Erlang�Cell�Channel� but the reverse is
true for higher tra�c load� This implies that when the
system becomes congested� we need to restrict the number
of new calls admitted so that hando� calls can be handled�
Choosing a higher �new helps to achieve this at a very
high load� However� the SIR admission policy does not
give signi�cant improvement in system performance� and
even results in unnecessarily high blocking in low tra�c
conditions�
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